MATH 213: LAB ASSIGNMENT FRIDAY, APRIL 24
✓ Start: In class work in pairs
✓ Finish: Start GSP 10.1 in pairs

Open up the BBN Virtual Manipulatives linked to the Math 213 page:
   Start at: www.wou.edu/~beaverc
   Go to Course Links, 213, then click on Virtual Manipulatives

10.1 Math Activity with Virtual Manipulatives, Conceptual Approach

1. Classwork: Questions # 1 – 4 — label every figure clearly and answer each question. Use the label tool or by type in the Notepad. Print out and turn in solutions (one per pair – put both names on paper).

2. Classwork: Question #5—note, the question only needs very simple answers. Print out and turn in solutions (one per pair – put both names on paper).

Time?
You may wish to start 10.1 GSP. As posted on your class homework page, the assignment is GSP 10.1 #1ab, 2abc.